


Play's the Thing! 

I write this to remind you of what you already know, and to invite you to stay curious in 
approaching the pages of a blank book (canvas, wall, chalkboard).  Can you hold a pencil or a 
brush? Ok, then, you know enough to jump right in and make a mark, a letter, an image. Go 
ahead—Make a splash of color; scribble, doodle, write out a sentence you love with your non-
dominant hand.  Trust the trivial, the marginalized, the cast-off, that which seems silly or 
irreverent.  Follow your hand where it wants to wander.  Question your thinking and your 
assumptions about how things should look.  Stop thinking!  Know how things should look and 
do the opposite.  Dare to rebel; dare to play.  PLAY, not "just play." PLAY!  Come and explore 
the backroads of art experiments where weird things lurk; choose to dabble with  scares you the 
most.  Surprise yourself!  Notice the diamonds in the rough among cast off  bits of handwriting, 
sketches, doodles.  Be a "mad art scientist" and create something interesting out of that ugly 
mark you just made.  Look closely at what you just doodled absent-mindedly--or the blob that 
just appeared on the clean page.  Instead of "yikes!" or "this SUCKS!", exclaim: "Aha! I wondered 
when you would show up" and feature it in a sketchbook page or drawing. 

The Voice of REASON argues;
Play is for children, not grown-ups.  It is a waste of time.
Oh yeah?  Check out the NPR article: "Play Doesn't End with Childhood: Why Adults Need 
Recess. The experts say play is important for our health and well-being.  And those doodles? 
The stuff I do in boring meetings or on the scratch paper by my computer may be my best work 
in terms of authenticity and lack of self-consciousness. Need more convincing? Check out Sunni 
Brown’s “Doodle Revolution” book for a deep dive into the legit world of doodling.

What does PLAY have to do with Calligraphy and Lettering? Art requires
DISCIPLINE, FOCUS, HARD WORK!
Okay, agreed. Kind of. Not. While discipline IS essential for achieving competency and mastery, 
it is not the only ingredient for “success.” In fact, focusing on technical perfection or virtuosity as 
an end in itself might result in work that dazzles, but ultimately falls flat. To avoid this pitfall in the 
art-making process, calligraphers and artists please take note: Play has everything to do with 
making lively,  authentic ”living" letters, lines & images!  When we play, we are focused, 
open, wild and untamed, or quiet and mellow. In a  state of " flow”,often the result of play, we lack 
self-consciousness and are  thus more connected with ourselves and our true natures.  If you 
notice children at play, they are all-absorbed and focused,  behaving as if what they are doing is 
the most important thing in the world.  Who’s to say that  it isn't?  Again, I do not advocate giving 
up a disciplined practice approach.  Rather, I suggest expanding it to include a complementary 
one characterized by dabbling and doodling out of the lines, making things without any idea or 
direction—one which is guided by curiosity not judgement.  As any inventor can tell you, it is the 
process of tinkering, doodling, walking, PLAYING, going off on tangents and side streets, that 
allows for magic to happen.  
How often do you allow yourself to play?  How often do you show up on the page without a 
particular agenda?   Get out the sketchbook and start playing with letters, or try out a new tool, 
or practice drawing your hand or your cat. Use your sketchbook to try the exercises I suggest in 
the following pages.  Or ignore me and go scribble on some walls or long pieces of Butcher 
paper. As you wander through this book please know that my best "work"  is something I "played 
my way into,"
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